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I. **INTRODUCTION**

At the August 28, 2008 Commission meeting, comments were made by counsel for the Petitioners to the effect that the Motion to Consolidate is a delaying tactic by HC&S. This is not true. For the reasons clearly stated in the motion itself, HC&S is highly motivated to have all 27 petitions decided because of the cloud of uncertainty they create regarding the future viability of HC&S. It is impossible for HC&S to plan its future without knowing how much water from the East Maui watershed, its major source of water, can be relied upon. Action on 8 of the outstanding 27 IIFS petitions would leave HC&S in the position of considering the impact of changes to a fraction of the amount of water it receives from the EMI system while still being left none the wiser regarding potential changes to the amount of water it can expect to receive from the rest of the EMI system. Accordingly, HC&S proposed a schedule in its motion that contemplates the submission by HC&S of economic, use and biological information and a comprehensive proposal regarding the setting of IIFS that includes an analysis of the cumulative economic impacts of changes across the EMI system as a whole and would enable the Commission to act on all 27 of the pending petitions by early or mid 2009. Absent consolidation and the proposed submission of a comprehensive proposal by HC&S, it is unlikely that the Commission would be in a position to act on all 27 petitions on such an expedited timeline.

As an alternative to the simple granting or denial of this motion, the Commission could grant the motion together with ordering immediate releases in selected areas of concern pending the disposition of the consolidated proceeding. This would satisfy any need for immediate relief in selected areas but would avoid the pitfalls that would be associated with officially adopting IIFS before giving due consideration to the economic impacts of restricting offstream uses.
II. **THE MAGNITUDE OF THE INTERESTS AT STAKE IN THESE PROCEEDINGS**

The EMI system is large, complex and of tremendous economic importance to Maui and the State of Hawaii. In addition to HC&S, numerous small farmers, residents and businesses on Maui rely upon the EMI system for their homes and livelihood. The operation of the EMI system, in turn, is subsidized by HC&S, by far the largest agricultural operation on Maui which is itself of tremendous value to the Hawaii economy. See “The Importance of the Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Company to the Hawaii Economy and Conditions for its Survival,” by Leroy O. Laney, Ph.D. (hereafter, the “Laney Report”), a copy of which is attached at Exhibit “U.” The economic importance of the EMI system is a key element in the setting of IIFS for East Maui given the statutory mandate in the Water Code for the Commission to “weigh the importance of the present or potential instream values with the importance of the present or potential uses of water for noninstream purposes, including the economic impact of restricting such uses,” Haw. Rev. Stat. § 174C-71(2)(D)(emphasis added).

Two headlines that appeared in the September 11, 2008 Star Bulletin underscore the trying economic times facing the State of Hawaii: **“STATE SWEATS $1B DEFICIT” and “GAY AND ROBINSON TO QUIT SUGAR.”** See Exhibit “V.” These stories chronicle just the latest in a series of events that have weakened the local economy including the closures of Aloha Airlines, Molokai Ranch, ATA Charter Service, the departure of two Norwegian Cruise Line ships, and the recent workforce reduction announced by Maui Land & Pine. The national and global economic news is no less troubling – a fact that would be perilous to ignore.

Following the recently announced closure of Gay & Robinson’s (“G&R”) sugar operations, HC&S will be the lone survivor of Hawaii’s once thriving sugar industry. This does
not necessarily mean, however, that HC&S will likewise fail. As explained in the attached
Declaration of G. Stephen Holoday, there are three important advantages that have been enjoyed
by HC&S over G&R: 1) the economy of scale resulting from HC&S’ cultivation of three to four
times the acreage of G&R; 2) the benefits of revenues from HC&S’ long-term firm fixed power
sale contract with Maui Electric Company (“MECO”); and 3) the benefits of increased prices
received for specialty (food grade) sugar products that HC&S has increasingly modernized its
mill over the past twelve years to produce to offset the relatively low price that commodity sugar
commands.

The importance of HC&S’ economy of scale, which is explained in detail in the Laney
Report, cannot be overemphasized. What it means, in a nutshell, is that HC&S cannot downsize
in any significant measure in order to cope with reductions in the amount of irrigation water it
may receive from the EMI system. The reason, stated simply, is that incrementally downsizing
the amount of sugarcane produced will reduce HC&S’ revenues but will not reduce HC&S’ fixed
costs of operation. Downsizing, in other words, will push the economics of operating HC&S in
the direction of the smaller sugarcane plantations that have all failed. Thus, before implementing
IIFS determinations on a stream by stream basis that could cumulatively reduce HC&S’
economy of scale beyond what could be tolerated, it is imperative that the Commission have a
clear understanding of what these impacts and consequences might be.

The Supreme Court of Hawaii has made clear that consideration of impacts on offstream
uses is essential to the Commission’s fulfillment of the purpose of the public trust, which is to
ensure that “all uses [of water], offstream or instream, public or private, promote the best
economic and social interests of the people of the state.” In re Water Use Permit Applications,
94 Hawai‘i 97, 141, 9 P.3d 409, 453 (2000) (“Waiāhole I”). The achievement of this purpose
does not necessarily require displacement of existing offstream uses in favor of instream uses or conservation. Indeed, the Supreme Court has taught that the State has a public trust duty to “duly consider the significant public interest in continuing reasonable and beneficial existing offstream uses.” Id. at 150, 9 P.3d at 462 (emphasis added). The Supreme Court recognized that “[t]he public has a definite interest in the development and use of water resources for various reasonable and beneficial public and private offstream purposes, including agriculture . . . .” Id. (emphasis added). The Court thus noted that “reason and necessity dictate that the public trust may have to accommodate offstream diversions inconsistent with the mandate of protection, to the unavoidable impairment of public instream uses and values.” Id. The Commission’s goal in setting instream flow standards should be to balance public and private water uses, whether instream or offstream, in order to effectuate the dual mandates of the public trust doctrine, which are protection and maximum and beneficial use. See id. at 138-39, 9 P.3d at 450-51.

At present, it does not appear that the required analysis of the economic impacts of restricting offstream uses of water diverted from East Maui streams will be performed at State expense. Emergency orders have recently been issued by the Governor to start cutting spending to avoid the looming deficit. In this fiscal environment, HC&S fears that the Commission staff will likewise have its funding reduced and will be unable to proceed apace with assessments and recommendations for the remaining 19 East Maui streams, much less an overall economic impacts analysis appropriate to the size, complexity and economic importance of the EMI system and HC&S. Budget cuts may also limit funding for any further studies by the Division of Aquatic Resources or for any further studies or services by other agencies, such as the USGS. HC&S’ motion to consolidate and its upcoming proposal is designed to meet this shortfall in the information the Commission critically needs to timely act on all 27 pending IIFS petitions.
III. CONSOLIDATION WILL ENABLE THE COMMISSION TO CAREFULLY CONSIDER THE CUMULATIVE ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF POTENTIAL IIFS AMENDMENTS WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY EXPEDITING THE DISPOSITION OF THE 27 PENDING PETITIONS

The roughly one week that the Commission and the public has to review and respond to the Staff IIFS recommendations for the five hydrologic units by the September 24, 2008 meeting is an extraordinarily compressed timeline considering the interests at stake and the absence of any analysis of the economic impacts of restricting offstream uses. This is grossly out of proportion to the time and attention that the issue deserves as well as to the time and attention that has been given to IIFS amendments by the Commission in the past in the Waiahole Ditch and the Na Wai Eha contested case proceedings.

It appears, however, that there is no expectation on the part of the Commission staff that any contested case proceedings are to be conducted in connection with the 27 pending IIFS petitions. HC&S draws this inference by comparing the fact that, at the February 15, 2006 Commission meeting, Commission staff recommended that the Commission, on its own motion, order that the Na Wai Eha IIFS petition be handled via a contested case proceeding that would be combined with contested case proceedings on a related waste complaint and on Water Use Permit Applications for Iao Ground Water Management Area High Level Source Water. Staff then generated no assessment reports or recommendations, leaving the issue entirely in the hands of the hearings officer. In stark contrast, the current protocol is for the staff to prepare Instream Flow Assessment Reports, hold a public information meeting, collect agency and interested party comments, and then submit recommendations to the Commission for action within approximately one week from when the recommendations are published. While there may be considerable merit in the use of a more streamlined procedure than a full blown contested case hearing, collapsing the entire review, comment and deliberation of the staff’s recommendations
to **one week** is simply unreasonable. This rush to act on just five of the hydrologic units, without any clear indication as to when the balance of the 27 IIFS petitions affecting the EMI system will be addressed, will do nothing to assure that the significant public interests at stake are considered and protected in a timely manner.

HC&S submits that a far more reasonable and prudent approach would be to grant HC&S’ motion to consolidate which will result in a more expedited schedule than currently exists within which to collect, review and act upon the economic and other information needed to dispose of all 27 of the pending IIFS petitions. HC&S has already provided the Laney Report, has nearly completed and will have available by September 24, 2008 a summary of its water usage data, and will submit its comprehensive proposal by mid November of 2008. This will enable staff to review and supplement this information and make recommendations to the Commission by the first or second quarter of next year – as compared with the status quo, which includes no proposed timeline for action on the balance of the 27 petitions and no procedure to allow the Commission to consider the cumulative economic impacts of restricting offstream uses due to aggregate reductions in water diverted by the EMI system.

IV. **AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO SETTING IIFS ON A PIECEMEAL BASIS, CONSOLIDATION COULD BE ORDERED ALONG WITH INTERIM RELEASES PENDING DISPOSITION OF THE CONSOLIDATED PROCEEDING**

For all of the reasons previously discussed, HC&S respectfully submits that it would be ill advised for the Commission to act on the five units alone within a mere one week of having received the Staff recommendation without considering what the economic impacts would be of restricting offstream uses in these streams, or what the cumulative economic impacts would be of setting precedents on these streams that might be carried over to the streams covered by the
balance of the 27 IIFS petitions and possibly to other streams and irrigation systems statewide. The substance and the reasoning in support of any decision the Commission makes, due to the enormous interests at stake, will be placed under a microscope and may become the subject of requests for contested case proceedings or judicial appeals. This counsels against taking action that is not carefully thought through or is not adequately supported by relevant facts and economic analysis.

The Commission is not powerless, however, to require immediate releases in selected areas in order to give itself the time to perform a proper analysis of how to set IIFS for streams that supply an irrigation system as large, complex and economically important as the EMI system obviously is. Any such immediate releases could be studied and revisited within the context of a careful consideration of how all 27 of the IIFS petitions should be decided.

Some immediate measures that could be implemented to address some of the concerns raised by the Petitioners are discussed in the attached Declaration of Garret Hew. In summary, they are as follows:

**Honopou Stream**

1. Open the sluice gate on the Lowrie Ditch diversion and adjust the control gate on the feeder ditch so as to permit up to 0.7 mgd to bypass the Lowrie Ditch and flow downstream;

2. Remove the three four inch pipes from the Haiku Ditch diversion and replace them with a low flow channel that would allow up to 0.7 mgd to flow downstream over the Haiku Ditch.

**Wailuanui Stream**

Set the sluice gates at EMI’s diversions on East and West Wailuanui Stream so as to allow up to 0.75 mgd to bypass each of these diversions, for an aggregate amount of 1.5 mgd.
V. CONCLUSION

For all of the foregoing reasons, and those previously set forth in HC&S’ motion to consolidate, HC&S respectfully submits that the motion should be granted. Alternatively, HC&S submits that the motion should be granted and immediate releases be ordered, pending the disposition of the consolidated proceeding on all 27 petitions, as follows:

**Honopou Stream**

1. Open the sluice gate on the Lowrie Ditch diversion and adjust the control gate on the feeder ditch so as to permit up to 0.7 mgd to bypass the Lowrie Ditch and flow downstream;

2. Remove the three four inch pipes from the Haiku Ditch diversion and replace them with a low flow channel that would allow up to 0.7 mgd to flow downstream over the Haiku Ditch.

**Wailuanui Stream**

Set the sluice gates at EMI’s diversions on East and West Wailuanui Stream so as to allow up to 0.75 mgd to bypass each of these diversions, for an aggregate amount of 1.5 mgd.


CADES SCHUTTE LLP

[Signature]

DAVID SCHULMEISTER
ELIJAH YIP
TERI-ANN E.S. NAGATA
Attorneys for HAWAIIAN COMMERCIAL AND SUGAR COMPANY
DECLARATION OF GARRET HEW

I, GARRET HEW, hereby declare:

1. I am the President of East Maui Irrigation Co., Ltd. ("EMI"), a subsidiary of Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. ("A&B") and also the Water Resources Manager for Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Company ("HC&S"), which is the division of A&B that operates A&B’s sugar cultivation operations on Maui.

2. HC&S and EMI, as explained in HC&S’ August 18, 2008 Motion to Consolidate, believe that the Commission should consolidate into one proceeding the consideration of Interim Instream Flow Standard ("IIFS") amendments for these five units with the balance of the 27
pending IIFS petitions and we have provided a timetable that would facilitate timely action by the Commission on a consolidated petition. In the interim, pending the disposition of a consolidated proceeding, to respond to the need for timely relief, there are measures that EMI could implement immediately to address some of the issues raised by the Petitioners.

**Honopou**

EMI could immediately open/adjust its diversion gates at the Lowrie Ditch to release 0.7 mgd which would bypass the Lowrie Ditch and flow downstream. Additionally, EMI can remove the three pipes from the Haiku Ditch diversion and replace them with a low flow channel that would allow up to 0.7 mgd to flow downstream over the Haiku Ditch. These measures would allow all of the ground water originating below the Wailoa and New Hamakua Ditches, plus runoff, of up to 0.7 mgd to flow downstream, which is at least twice the amount that could be passed by the existing three four inch pipes.

**Wailuanui**

EMI can immediately adjust its diversion gates on East and West Wailuanui Streams so as to allow 0.75 mgd from each stream, for an aggregate amount of 1.5 mgd, to flow downstream. As Wailuanui is a gaining stream below these diversions, additional groundwater contributions will be available in the stream. Thus these interim measures should result in consistent flows in excess of 1.5 mgd for Wailuanui Stream.

I, GARRET HEW, declare, verify, certify, and state under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

DATED: September 18, 2008.

GARRET HEW
DECLARATION OF G. STEPHEN HOLADAY

I, G. STEPHEN HOLADAY, hereby declare:

1. I am employed by Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. ("A&B") and hold the title of President, Agribusiness, in which position I oversee, among other things, the operations of Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Company ("HC&S"), which is a division of A&B.

2. As discussed in the Laney Report, a copy of which is submitted herewith, these are challenging times for HC&S which, following the recently announced closure of the sugar operations of Gay & Robinson ("G&R"), is the sole remaining sugarcane plantation in Hawaii.

3. This may raise a question in the minds of some people regarding whether the demise of all the other sugarcane plantations in Hawaii means that it is a foregone conclusion that HC&S is destined to fail as well. For the reasons, discussed below, that is not true.

4. There are basically three important advantages that have been enjoyed by HC&S over G&R:

   1) the economy of scale resulting from HC&S’ cultivation of three to four times the acreage of G&R;
2) the benefits of revenues from HC&S’ long-term firm fixed power sale contract with Maui Electric Company (‘‘MECO’’); and

3) the benefits of increased prices received for food grade sugar products that HC&S has increasingly modernized its mill over the past twelve years to produce to offset the relatively low price that commodity sugar commands.

5. The importance of HC&S’ economy of scale, which is explained in detail in the Laney Report, cannot be overemphasized. This is particularly true in the context of the pending proceedings which have the potential, depending upon how much irrigation water is taken away from HC&S, to reduce the economy of scale that has been one of the keys to HC&S’ survival.

6. HC&S’ long-term fixed power sale contract with MECO is another distinguishing feature of HC&S, as compared with G&R. While G&R’s mill produced electrical power for its grinding and processing of sugarcane, a small amount of which was sold when available, G&R did not produce power continuously in sufficient amounts to be in a position to make a contractual commitment to deliver power, in firm fixed amounts, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The fact that HC&S, being larger and having significantly modernized its power plant, produces more electricity and can commit to a firm fixed power sale contract, has allowed HC&S both to sell more power and to receive higher rates per megawatt hour than G&R because of the greater value electrical utilities associate with the certainty that a fixed quantity of power will be delivered continuously.

7. Finally, the transition that has been underway at HC&S over the past twelve years to modernize its mill so as to be able to produce food grade or “specialty” sugars under its “Maui Brand” line of products has and will continue to mitigate the relatively low price HC&S receives for commodity sugar, the bulk sale of which has been the primary source of revenue for all other Hawaii sugarcane plantations. As these products comprise a steadily increasing percentage of
HC&S' total sugar production, HC&S' revenues will be significantly improved over what they would have been if HC&S were to simply continue producing only commodity sugar.

8. Thus, while the closure of G&R's sugar operations does confirm the challenges facing any sugarcane plantation in Hawaii, it should not be interpreted as meaning that it would be impossible for HC&S, with the advantages that it enjoys due to the factors described above, to remain viable into the indefinite future – provided that it continues to have reliable access to water for irrigation.

I, G. STEPHEN HOLADAY, declare, verify, certify, and state under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.


[Signature]

G. STEPHEN HOLADAY
BEFORE THE COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
STATE OF HAWAII

In the Matter of Petitions to Amend Interim Instream Flow Standards for East Maui Streams

DECLARATION OF DAVID SCHULMEISTER

DECLARATION OF DAVID SCHULMEISTER

I, DAVID SCHULMEISTER, declare as follows:

1. I am a member of the law firm of CADES SCHUTTE, A Limited Liability Law Company, Counsel for Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Company ("HC&S") in the above-titled proceeding.

2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "U" is true and correct copy of The Importance of HCS's to the Hawaii Economy and Conditions for Its Survival, prepared by Leroy O. Laney, Ph.D., dated September 2008.

4. I declare, verify, certify, and state under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed at Honolulu, Hawaii, September 18, 2008.

[Signature]

DAVID SCHULMEISTER
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE
HAWAIIAN COMMERCIAL & SUGAR
COMPANY
TO THE HAWAII ECONOMY
AND CONDITIONS FOR ITS SURVIVAL

A consultant paper

by

Leroy O. Laney, Ph.D. *
Professor of Economics and Finance
Hawaii Pacific University

September, 2008

* Dr. Laney has been Professor of Economics and Finance at Hawaii Pacific University since 1998. He was formerly Chief Economist and Senior Vice President of First Hawaiian Bank in Honolulu, and he continues to consult with the Bank and several other Hawaii institutions. Other career experience includes serving as a Staff Economist on the President’s Council of Economic Advisers in the U.S. White House, as an International Economist at the U.S. Treasury, and as a Senior Economist in the Federal Reserve System. He has published widely in refereed professional journals, edited volumes, and bank publications.
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I. Introduction and Background

This paper is written to explain the importance of Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar (HC&S) to the local economy, and to describe the major conditions for its survival. This needs to be emphasized at the current juncture in light of regulatory proceedings petitioning for the curtailment of water usage by HC&S in East Maui. It is crucially important to HC&S that its current level of water use not be significantly reduced.

Sugar grows best where it gets plenty of two things: sunlight and water. Unfortunately, not that many areas provide both in abundance. At various times in Hawaii’s history, most of the northeastern coasts of all of the major Hawaii islands were planted in sugar. But the many overcast days that occurred there made operations uncompetitive. In the long run all failed.

The ideal location is sunny, which usually means the cane will not get adequate rainfall. This places a strong emphasis on irrigation, and it is to irrigation that the Hawaii sugar industry historically has owed its major successes.¹

Lower irrigation water usage would shrink the size of the HC&S operation, and this would be more detrimental than many realize. This is because one of the major reasons HC&S has been able to survive in an environment of massive sugar plantation closures in Hawaii in the past few decades is that it has managed to remain big enough to achieve significant economies of scale in sugar cultivation.

HC&S already finds itself at an extremely critical point. Management is struggling with shrinking profit margins due to sharply rising costs and the downward pressure on prices from global competition. That, as well as other pitfalls of growing commodity sugar, has caused an in extremis situation for Hawaii sugar growers. HC&S is endeavoring to diversify more into specialty sugar products with a higher value added. But the plantation’s survival to date is attributable, more than anything else, to the size, configuration, and climate of the acreage that it cultivates on Maui’s central plain.

Alexander and Baldwin (A&B), parent company of HC&S, has been engaged in the cultivation of sugar on Maui since 1870. HC&S is the largest component of the Agribusiness group of companies of A&B. (The other components of this group of companies are Kauai Coffee Company and two trucking and commercial services companies that serve A&B as well as third party customers on three islands.)

Of Hawaii’s two remaining sugar operations, HC&S is by far the larger, growing about 80% of the state’s sugar cane crop. The other sugar operation is Gay & Robinson (G&R), located on Kauai. The HC&S plantation consists of over 43,000 acres of land on Maui, of which about 35,000 acres are under cultivation.

East Maui Irrigation Company (EMI) is an entity affiliated with HC&S. EMI operates the water collection and transportation system for HC&S in East Maui on land it owns as well as leases. EMI also provides irrigation and water needs for upcountry Maui,

¹ For a review of the economics of sugar cultivation in Hawaii, see various sections of Thomas K. Hitch, Islands in Transition: The Past, Present and Future of Hawaii’s Economy (Honolulu: First Hawaiian Bank, 1992)
including the Kula Agricultural Park, and it also transports delivers water to Maui Land & Pineapple Company (ML&P).

In today's competitive environment, HC&S has been greatly challenged to continue in the future as has in the past. Rising costs and lower sugar prices have squeezed already slim profit margins. Recognizing the vagaries of growing commodity sugar, it has concentrated on higher margin specialty sugar products and selling electricity to Maui Electric Company (MECO). The strategy here is to add value on site and take that to the buyer. The "Sugar in the Raw" line, turbinado sugar sold in individual packets throughout the world, is an example of this.

Evaporated cane juice (ECJ) is one of the newest and best examples of HC&S value-added products. ECJ is crystallized juice from the first pressing of the sugarcane. It is unbleached, there is minimal processing, and it retains a hint of a natural molasses flavor. Because ECJ involves far less processing than refined white sugar, it uses less energy and produces less waste.

In the second quarter of 2008, HC&S increased its capacity to produce specialty sugars to about 60,000 tons, or from 30-35% of annual production. Specialty sugar sales currently generate about 45% of HC&S sugar revenue. Management has indicated that specialty sugars could comprise an even larger percentage of HC&S production in the future.

It is critical, however, for HC&S to continue to have reliable access to water, absolutely essential in sugar cultivation, to irrigate its fields. Less water will lead to lower yields. The plantation estimates that yields of between 12 and 14 tons of sugar per acre (TSA) are necessary to remain economically viable. See Section V discussion of the role of economies of scale in Hawaii sugar cultivation. The relationship between TSA yield and production, and therefore sugar revenues after rather capricious movements in sugar prices are taken into account, is crucial. Yields influence production, for example, more than acreage harvested. See Appendix I of this document for evidence on the relationship of production to both yields and acreage harvested. Legal challenges that attempt to reduce current water consumption threaten yields, and therefore add greatly to the uncertainties that HC&S already faces in other areas.

Complicating this issue are the drought conditions that HC&S has had to contend with over much of the last 15 years. Drought causes a reduction in the average crop age by delaying the replanting of harvested fields and prompting the premature harvesting of fields where growth has been stunted by lack of water. In addition, during water short periods, the cane does not grow as well, which means that time age is greater than growth age. The important point here is that the greater the growth age, the higher the TSA yield and the resulting sugar revenues.

Average crop age at HC&S has fallen in recent years due primarily to drought. Given this reduced crop age, HC&S is reducing its near term harvest in order to increase crop age and raise yields. But the short term result is lower revenues due to lower production and reduced production of bagasse to fuel the power plant. Longer term, the planned result will be increased yields and revenues, boosted by larger sales of specialty sugars and expansion of energy sales. But this can happen only if HC&S access to irrigation water is not curtailed.
II. Direct Importance of HC&S to the Maui and State Economy

If the Maui economy were to lose HC&S, the effects would be immediate and quite palpable. Jobs, taxes, power generation, and the environment are just a partial list of the things that would be impacted.

HC&S employs about 800 full time workers on Maui, making it one of the island’s largest employers after the public sector. EMI employs another 17 workers. In addition, HC&S employs the services of a number of support industries in Hawaii. These include trucking and other suppliers of goods and services. As well, the company enables the County of Maui to service the water needs of upcountry Maui with water collected and transported by EMI.

In addition, HC&S can take advantage of quantity discounts to buy farm inputs that would otherwise be more expensive to small farmers on Maui. Thus, HC&S helps support Maui’s entire agricultural sector.

Another way HC&S has helped Maui agriculture is by allowing Maui cattlemen to use its canetops from the seed operations as a feedstock. Cattlemen must bale it themselves but it is free, and without a cheap feedstock they would face added challenges. The synergy exists because they need the feed and HC&S needs to clear its trash.

But only counting direct contributions, HC&S estimates that it injects over $100 million annually into the Maui economy. Applying even a conservative multiplier of 1.5 to this sum would add about 50% more to that total, or $150 million a year. (For derivation of an appropriate regional multiplier to apply to HC&S direct spending, see Appendix II of this document.)

A jobs multiplier would likely be higher than an overall regional multiplier. Earlier work estimating a jobs multiplier has calculated the jobs multiplier for a sugar operation in Hawaii to be 2.29, but again for conservatism and taking into account that multiplier was estimated some years ago, a jobs multiplier of 2.0 might be more reasonable, 1.87 to be exact. (See Appendix III of this document for derivation of this jobs multiplier.)

If HC&S employs 800 people, that means there are almost 2,300 jobs on Maui that are dependent on it in one way or another. That amounts to over 3% of Maui County employment in 2007 (76,190 people). The $150 million derived by applying the overall regional multiplier would also amount to over 3% of Maui County total personal income ($4,844 million in the most recently available year of 2006).

These percentages may seem small to some, but if 3% were taken out of the Maui economy, the impact would be quite devastating. It would, in fact, be more damaging than if probably any other single private entity ceased to exist. And that does not include any of the ancillary effects discussed in the next section. It would have

---


3 Following the logic by which this jobs multiplier is derived in Appendix III, we could also get an income multiplier that equals 1.87 instead of the lower number 1.5 derived in Appendix II. That would mean that HC&S is responsible for $187 million in the Maui economy rather than $150 million, and the former number is actually 3.9% of Maui County personal income in 2006.
impacts on jobs, unemployment rate, State and County revenues, and social welfare costs, among other things. The impact would be felt at the State level, but obviously the impact on Maui would be very severe.

III. Other Contributions of HC&S to the Maui Economy

There are a number of other ways HC&S contributes to the economy in addition to the more obvious ones of the previous section. This section mentions several of the most important.

Another way HC&S contributes to the Maui economy is through power sales to Maui Electric Company (MECO). HC&S has been able to generate significant revenues from selling electric power under long term contracts with fixed delivery requirements. Revenue from energy sales accounted for 20% of the revenue generated by A&B's agribusiness component in a recent year. HC&S recently renewed its contract to provide power to MECO through 2014. This represents, especially considering the penalties for failure to deliver the required power, a major commitment to continue sugar cultivation on Maui.

Like all businesses and households nowadays, sharply higher energy prices are having an impact on HC&S operations. For HC&S, however, higher energy operating costs from things like fertilizer and diesel fuel are offset to an extent by these power sales, the price of which is also rising.

Provision of energy by HC&S brings up a larger point. In today’s world of sharply higher oil prices, all sources of renewable energy should be taken more seriously and nurtured. The HC&S provision of energy falls under the category of biomass, but this category belongs right up there with other alternative and renewable sources like solar, wind, geothermal, biofuels such as ethanol, and landfill gas.

Just because biomass is actually a traditional renewable energy source in Hawaii -- sugar mills have always burned sugar cane waste, or bagasse, to produce electricity for their operations and to sell to local utilities -- does not mean that this source is any less important today. In fact, it is all the more important given the State’s initiatives to raise the renewable component of energy provision in coming years. The exit of HC&S would mean the loss of a viable provider of renewable energy at a time when Maui and the State of Hawaii need it more than ever before.

Perhaps the best way to appreciate these other economic contributions of HC&S is to understand what would happen to the Maui economy if it did not exist. The termination of HC&S sugar operations would greatly increase the amount of idle agricultural land not just for Maui but for the state as a whole. Thus, the reality must be faced that the now green fields that characterize the Central Maui plain would revert to a dry state. Pressure would likely mount to urbanize the former sugar land, and even if it did not the search for alternative crops would be very frustrating.

The historical experience in Hawaii with the closure of other sugar plantations shows that it will take a very long time, if ever, for replacement crops that do not have access to daily water to become economically viable. Even with access to that water, they may not be successful.

A review of the experience where other Hawaii sugar plantation closures have left land fallow proves this. The Hamakua Coast of the Big Island and former sugar acreage in West Maui are recent cases in point. Of the many diversified agriculture
crops that have been tried, some have met with checkered success, but many also have failed completely. None have proven able to be as land intensive or as labor intensive as sugar, nor as profitable as a use of the land. Both overall jobs and land use have suffered.

It turns out that sugar actually is an ideal crop for cultivation on the current HC&S acreage, which is located in a windy location without the assurance of water. Production is partially dependent upon the ability to use brackish well water, which most crops like corn would not tolerate, to supplement imported surface water from East Maui. As for the wind, many crops would need extensive windbreaks. In addition, because sugarcane is a two-year crop, the ground is bare for less time than with other crops. Cane can also tolerate some dry periods; with the current ongoing drought, many other crops would be dead.

In fact, HC&S itself has experimented with a number of crops other than sugar over the years. It would be unfair to characterize the plantation as wedded to growing sugar and only sugar. Unfortunately, their track record has not been that good over time. Some examples of these experiments are listed in Appendix IV.

Sugar’s exit elsewhere in Hawaii has created other problems:

- Some of the remaining arid land has been subject to fire hazard.
- Erosion and dust control problems have been aggravated.
- Recharge of underlying aquifers has been reduced.

But an even greater harm will have been done. It should not be forgotten that Maui depends upon the attractiveness of its environment to nurture tourism, its main industry. Those who remember the green hillsides of West Maui before sugar’s exit there, and can compare that land with the wind-swept red dirt of today, do not need to be convinced that growing sugar made the scene much more attractive to the Maui visitor. ⁴

The bottom line is that, despite the dramatic contraction in sugar cane acreage in Hawaii over the last several decades, if a sugar operation can survive it is one of the highest and best agricultural uses of the land. Those who wish to contest this must answer the question: If diversified agriculture is the solution, why have such a small fraction of the total acres previously planted in sugar been successfully converted to diversified agriculture rather than lying fallow? Hawaii yields of raw sugar have historically been among the highest in the world, and Hawaii’s sugar field workers have a standard of living among the highest of any farm workers in the world.

Ironically, this was predicted years ago. Hitch (op. cit., p. 9), writing in 1987, before the closure of a number of sugar operations in the 1990s, states:

> While it is possible that some sugar-producing areas in the United States might be able to convert to other agricultural crops, such is demonstrably not the case in Hawaii. Studies, experiments, and history all combine to indicate that most if not

---

⁴ Maui is arguably more dependent on tourism than any of the State’s four counties. An earlier study by the First Hawaiian Bank Research Department calculated that 42% of Maui’s personal income was accounted for by the tourism sector. This was closely followed by Kauai, but Oahu and the Big Island were far less. See “Personal Income by Sector: A Comparison Across Counties,” First Hawaiian Bank Economic Indicators, July/August 1992. In 2007, 31% of Maui jobs fell in the Leisure and Hospitality category, also the highest share in the State.
all land now b...sugar would not find remunerative agric...tural uses if sugar ceased being grown. Ever since 1851 studies have been made and experiments conducted on agricultural alternatives to sugar, but the successes have been small because the problems are enormous.


IV. The Underlying Microeconomics of Scale Economies

As mentioned in the introduction, HC&S owes its continued existence, more than anything else, to its size and the economies of scale it is able to capture. Some explanation of the underlying principles of economies of scale is desirable before the discussion turns to the role of these economies in Hawaii sugar cultivation.

The higher the level of any firm's fixed costs relative to its variable costs, the higher the level of output that must be achieved in order to break even. The higher the level of output, the easier it is to spread those fixed costs on a per unit basis. While many retail or service industries have low fixed costs, heavy manufacturing, utilities, and many agricultural operations generally have much higher fixed costs.

Airlines are a good example of an industry with high fixed costs, because airplanes represent a huge fixed investment. What if an airline cannot carve out enough market share to spread its fixed costs? It may fail. This is one of the problems in serving the Hawaii inter-island airline market. The overall market is not big enough to accommodate three, and perhaps not even two, carriers. The recent exit of Aloha Airlines is a case in point.

A number of other industries in Hawaii are similar to the airlines. The Hawaii market is too small for an individual high fixed cost firm to get big enough to be efficient and competitive. This is one reason so many industries in Hawaii are characterized by only two or three major firms. In other words, a firm might be able to get big enough to be efficient if it were the only provider of a good or service, but it cannot if it must share the market with another provider. Thus, we have one more reason, on a long list, that causes costs of doing business in Hawaii to be so very high.

Of course, aggressive competition might eliminate one of the two providers, but if that happens a monopoly is the result -- and the public policy response to such a "natural monopoly" is usually government regulation, which most firms in such industries view as undesirable. Perhaps the best example of a natural monopoly is a public utility, which has such high fixed costs that one firm can provide service at a lower cost than if there were more than one. A natural monopoly exists if average cost for a firm falls over the range of demand in the entire market.

More generally, economists distinguish between a short run and a long run when analyzing economies of scale. They define the short run as a length of time when at least some costs are fixed and others are variable. The long run is defined as a length of time in which all costs are variable. In the long run, for example, a firm might not only be able to expand or reduce its workforce, it can expand or contract its physical plant by building more facilities or selling existing ones. Naturally, the long run in one industry might be quite different from that in another.
Yet in the long run, economies of scale also exist. In fact, this is how economists usually talk about such economies. While scale economies can be achieved in the short run by spreading fixed costs over a larger output, there are no fixed costs in the long run. But in the long run a firm can still achieve economies of scale by choosing among various production methods and technologies, plant size, types and sizes of equipment, labor skills, raw materials, and other inputs to production. Quantity discounts and transportation savings may also come into play.

Typically, the long run average cost function is viewed as the envelope of short run average cost functions, as shown in Figure 1. Increasing economies of scale are achieved with higher output levels until $Q_3$, the "minimum efficient scale," is reached. The minimum efficient scale is defined as the lowest level of output at which long run average cost is a minimum. After that,"diseconomies of scale" can set in with increased output because the firm has become too large. This may have to do with intractability of managing larger operations, government regulation, unionization, pressure to provide more employee benefits, higher transportation costs, and a number of other things.

**Figure 1. Stylized Long Run and Short Run Average Cost Functions.**

![Diagram showing long run and short run average cost functions]

When economists estimate long run average cost functions from empirical data, they usually do not appear as the stylized version shown in Figure 1. More typically, they appear as shown in Figure 2. That is, economies of scale can be captured as output increases up to $Q_4$, the minimum efficient scale in this case. But it may be possible to increase output after that beyond the minimum efficient scale without incurring diseconomies of scale. Having found an optimal scale, a firm can “become larger by being small many times.” At some point, of course – $Q_4$ in Figure 2 – managerial inefficiencies cause long run average cost to rise and diseconomies of scale to occur. *But the main point is that the minimum efficient scale $Q_4$ is very important for management to know, because if their operation cannot achieve*

---

5 Usually cross-sectional data is used in such empirical estimation, because with time series data it is impossible to find firms for which the scale has changed but technology and other relevant variables have not.
that level of production, it will not fare well relative to a competitor who can achieve it.\footnote{Sometimes empirically estimated long run cost functions are found to be flat, but that is not surprising. Firms unable to get big enough to achieve minimum efficient scale $Q_A$ do not exist because they were uncompetitive. They went out of business, and thus no data exists on them. Likewise, firms unwise enough to produce beyond $Q_B$ similarly went out of business, so that no data exists on them either.}

Figure 2. A Typical Empirically Estimated Long Run Average Cost Function.

For all practical purposes, the long run average cost curve a firm faces is shown in Figure 3. Enlightened management should know better than to venture beyond $Q_B$ in Figure 2, so that the relevant curve actually becomes L-shaped. The minimum efficient scale in Figure 3 is $Q_m$.

Figure 3. The L-shaped Long Run Average Cost Curve Relevant to the Firm.
V. The Role of Economies of Scale in Hawaii Sugar Cultivation

It should be clear from the historical record that HC&S has been able to come closer to achieving the minimum efficient scale in sugar cultivation in Hawaii, while other smaller plantations that did not survive are not likely to have done so. (This does not mean that there might not have been other additional reasons for their failure, of course.) Those who advocate incremental reduction of surface water often do not recognize that doing so would push plantation production back to the left along a more steeply rising cost curve.

Sugar cultivation in Hawaii is a very high fixed cost operation. Regardless of the level of output, the plant and the people required to run it remain essentially the same size. Even field labor, which is typically used as the best example of a variable input for most firms, is more or less fixed. In Hawaii’s labor market, the workers must be used 100% of the time or they leave.

There is an enormous contrast between HC&S and other sugar operations in Hawaii that have failed in the past few decades. Unlike those other plantations, the company has been and hopes to continue to be an important contributor to the Hawaii economy and to the economy of Maui in particular. And one of the main reasons HC&S has been able to survive while other operations have not is the economies of scale that it has been able to capture because of its larger size.

The approximate 35,000 acres that it cultivates is far larger than the cultivated acres of those plantations that are now gone. Table 1 illustrates this. In 1994, just prior to the wave of sugar plantation closures that left only two in the state, HC&S accounted for 29% of the acreage and 31% of the raw sugar production, far bigger shares than the next largest operation.

The very fact that HC&S has survived when other smaller plantations have failed can itself be taken as evidence that economies of scale are important in the industry. In fact, economists often use the size of surviving firms in an industry to determine the minimum efficient scale in that industry. This has become known in the literature as the “survivor principle.”

One might logically ask how it has been possible for the other remaining sugar plantation, G&R, to survive until now when it is not nearly as big as HC&S. Several special circumstances provide an answer to this. G&R is located on very productive land with abundant water and sunlight. Thus yields per acre there have traditionally been high. The land also is not flat, which means less pumping of water is necessary from the higher elevations where water is abundant. The natural slope of the land can move the water to fields under cultivation, where drip irrigation systems water the sugar.

Yet despite these advantages, G&R has still had to be subsidized by its owners, the Robinson family. Moreover, even though the plantation provides worker housing, it

---

7 This survivor principle, according to which the minimum efficient scale in an industry can be determined by observing the size of operations that survive and prosper in the marketplace, was first articulated by the University of Chicago economist George G. Stigler in an article on economies of scale in 1958. See a reprint of that article in George G. Stigler, The Organization of Industry (Irwin & Co., Homewood, Illinois, 1968). In 1982, Stigler was awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics for his work in this area, among other contributions.
has not granted a raise in several years. And on top of this, the plantation still had to struggle to survive.

Table 1.
Sand Companies in Hawaii; 1994

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Total Caneland Acreage</th>
<th>Raw Sugar Production (short tons)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A&amp;B-HAWAII INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Commercial &amp; Sugar Co. (Maui)</td>
<td>35,693</td>
<td>206,217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McBryde Sugar Co., Ltd. (Kauai)</td>
<td>7,333</td>
<td>17,273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total A&amp;B</strong></td>
<td>43,026</td>
<td>223,490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMFAC/JMB HAWAII, INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kekaha Sugar Co., Ltd. (Kauai)</td>
<td>8,365</td>
<td>41,224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lihue Plantation Co., Ltd. (Kauai)</td>
<td>11,336</td>
<td>43,220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oahu Sugar Co., Ltd. (Oahu)</td>
<td>10,432</td>
<td>68,249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer Mill Co., Ltd. (Maui)</td>
<td>6,241</td>
<td>34,299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Amfac</strong></td>
<td>36,374</td>
<td>186,992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. BREWER AND CO., LTD.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka'u Agribusiness Co., Inc. (Hawaii)</td>
<td>8,875</td>
<td>44,365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauna Kea Agribusiness Co., Inc. (Hawaii)</td>
<td>4,778</td>
<td>40,564 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olokele Sugar Co., Ltd. (Kauai) **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Brewer</strong></td>
<td>13,653</td>
<td>84,929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOLE FOOD CO. INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waialua Sugar Co., Inc. (Oahu)</td>
<td>11,877</td>
<td>58,099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMAKUA SUGAR CO., INC. (Hawaii)</td>
<td>8,634</td>
<td>60,822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAY &amp; ROBINSON, INC. (Kauai)</td>
<td>7,431</td>
<td>42,763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILO COAST PROCESSING CO. (Hawaii) ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED CANE PLANTERS' COOPERATIVE *</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>1,443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL ALL COMPANIES</strong></td>
<td><strong>121,140</strong></td>
<td><strong>658,538</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Growers only; cane processed by Hilo Coast Processing Co., which together with Mauna Kea Agribusiness phased out of sugarcane production and processing in 1994.

** Production figures included with Gay & Robinson, Inc., which purchased Olokele Sugar Co. in 1994.

*** Produced 42,007 tons of raw sugar for Mauna Kea Agribusiness.
In 2007, G&R announced an intention to re-package itself as an alternative energy company and get away entirely from its traditional business of growing commodity sugar. A major part of this initiative was an intended ethanol plant, in a partnership with Pacific West Energy LLC of Vancouver, Washington. Since then, permitting and financing hurdles have delayed the project. Ethanol is just one of those alternative energy sources that has been considered by G&R. Bio-diesel and solar energy have been mentioned, among other things.

To a great extent, even though ethanol and other alternative energy projects are risky, G&R is pursuing them because the future of its traditional business simply is not bright. The latest development at G&R was the September 10, 2008 announcement that it will harvest its last sugar cane crop in 2010, with Pacific West focusing after that entirely upon ethanol production, provision of energy to the Kauai Island Utility Cooperative, and leasing some of its former cane acreage to other agricultural interests.

In addition to its sheer size, HC&S can achieve cost efficiencies from the fact that most of its land is located in Central Maui on lands that do not receive much rainfall. When unirrigated, the sugar can be dried and more easily accessed by harvesting equipment.

Challenges to the correlation between Hawaii sugar plantation size and survivorship by resorting to U.S. industry wide data are misplaced. It is true that, according to USDA data, far smaller plantations exist on the Mainland. But HC&S, due to its isolated location, must not only grow the cane, it must also process it into a form that can be shipped economically to market. Smaller growers on the U.S. Mainland do not have to process their own cane. They have the options of selling it to a third party processor, joining a cooperative that processes the cane of its members, or growing another crop.

Having formally introduced the concept of economies of scale in the last previous section, it is useful to build upon that and see how it applies to HC&S. This can be done with resort to HC&S data on total annual costs of operation and production.  

Figure 4 below shows a scatter diagram with HC&S annual average total costs from 1981 through 2007 on the vertical axis and total production for the same years on the horizontal axis. (Thus, these axes correspond to those in Figures 1 through 3 in the section above.) The points depicted in the diagram plot the average cost and production combinations for each year, with the year identified next to the point.

---

8 For this investigation, annual sugar production was obtained from the SEC 10K reports of A&B, while total costs of operation were obtained from HC&S itself.
The red line through this scatter of points is an approximation of what the HC&S long run average cost curve might look like. Naturally, the points do not fall neatly on that line, because of the many things that influence costs and production. But interestingly, the points do fall fairly close to the line.⁹

⁹ The long run average cost curve is generally conceived to be curvilinear, as depicted in Section IV. But to illustrate the tightness of fit to any line sloping downward to the right, a linear regression was performed on the data used in Figure IV. The results were (where ATC = average total cost in millions of $ per thousand tons, P = production in thousands of tons, t-statistics are in parentheses below coefficients, and the asterisk indicates statistical significance at the 95% level using a one-tailed test that the variable is signed as hypothesized):

\[
\text{ATC} = 0.97 - 0.003 P \\
(9.82)* (-6.07)*
\]

Adjusted \( R^2 = .58 \)

F statistic = 36.79*

Durbin-Watson statistic = .75

Results are quite good. Both the intercept term and the independent variable are quite significant, and 58% of the variation in average total cost is explained by production. The unacceptable Durbin-Watson is not surprising, given the many other things that might influence cost. (For example, a drought dummy variable – unreported – equal to one in the past 15 years, zero otherwise, was significant with a t-statistic of 4.02.)
If HC&S has ever achieved its minimum efficient scale, it would be in the years of the late 1980s that appear at the right end of the cost curve. In the years from 1986 through 1989, TSA hovered around 14.0, the best the plantation has ever achieved. This evidence would therefore support the contention of HC&S management that a TSA in the 12-14 range is necessary to remain economically viable. While management may not be thinking explicitly in terms of minimum efficient scale when they quote such a range, it is clear that such thinking parallels the concept.

VI. What is the true “public interest” in instream vs. offstream water issues?

In the rhetoric surrounding legal challenges to the continued HC&S use of Maui surface water at current levels, there has been an attempt to juxtapose “private gains” against “public rights,” as if there were some clear dividing line between the two – even assuming there is agreement on what these two terms mean. The assumption seems to be that more instream water constitutes a public gain, while noninstream use of the water is merely for private gain. The purpose of this brief section is to clarify the fact that such an assumption defies generally accepted economic principles.

First, mainstream economists find nothing wrong with private gain per se. In fact, the very foundations of a market economy rest on the pursuit of private gain. The identification of private gain with public good can be traced at least as far back as Adam Smith. Smith’s book The Wealth of Nations, his most famous work published in 1776, is generally considered to have laid the cornerstone of modern economics. As well, it is one of the most influential books of the ages, and not just among economists. The book is peppered with passages that proclaim the fact that private gain, or at least the pursuit of it, leads to public good. Only two are quoted here:

> It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer or the baker, that we expect our dinner, but from their regard to their own self-interest. We address ourselves, not to their humanity but to their self-love, and never talk to them of our own necessities but of their advantages.

> ...every individual necessarily labours to render the annual revenue of the society as great as he can. He generally, indeed, neither intends to promote the public interest, nor knows how much he is promoting it. By preferring the support of domestic to that of foreign industry, he intends only his own security; and by directing that industry in such a manner as its produce may be of the greatest value, he intends only his own gain, and he is in this, as in many other cases, led by an invisible hand to promote an end which was no part of his intention. Nor is it always the worse for the society that it was no part of it. By pursuing his own interest he frequently promotes that of the society more effectually than when he really intends to promote it. I have never known much good done by those who affected to trade for the public good.

But that is not even the main point here. At a less ideological level, an objective economic cost-benefit analysis can only show that significant reductions in the amount of water used by HC&S would endanger its economic viability. That would be

---

contrary to the public interest because it would have very considerable adverse economic, environmental, and social consequences. Thus, objective economic analysis cannot but conclude that it is in the public interest of the people of Maui County and the State of Hawaii for HC&S to continue to use the water at or near current levels.

VIII. Conclusion

This paper has made several important points:

- The demise of HC&S would have major negative economic impacts. Considering direct impacts alone, it would reduce Maui County employment and broad measures of its overall economy by at least 3%. This estimate was obtained using quite conservative economic multipliers.
- Those estimates do not even include other benefits to Maui provided by the plantation. These include its power sales to MECO, the provision of water to upcountry Maui by EMI, its provision of agricultural inputs to smaller farmers at a discount because of its ability to buy in quantity, and its provision of cane waste as a feedstock to Maui cattlemen. It might be difficult to quantify the values of some of these in any kind of macro-econometric model, but the sum of those values would be considerable.
- Sugar cultivation appears to be the highest and best agricultural use of HC&S land, and history shows that finding alternative successful diversified agriculture crops to occupy current HC&S acreage would be quite difficult, if not impossible.
- Environmental harm (erosion and dust, brush fire hazards, lack of recharge to the Central Maui aquifer) caused by the exit of HC&S would far exceed the benefits of returning water to its instream state.
- The attractiveness of the island that is so important to the visitor industry, Maui’s major export, would be greatly diminished. This is another impact that, while hard to quantify exactly, we know is extremely important. (What can be quantified is the relative size of Maui’s visitor industry. In 2007, 31% of Maui non-farm jobs fell in the Leisure & Hospitality category, the largest of any county in the state. Kauai was a close second with 29%, followed by Hawaii County’s 22% and Oahu’s 14%.)
- Mere shrinkage of HC&S sugar cultivation, without its complete exit, would so add to existing problems that it could easily cause the plantation’s demise anyway over the longer term. This is because that shrinkage would negatively alter HC&S cost structure and reduce its economies of scale.
- TSA in sugar cultivation is greatly influenced by water availability, and higher TSA is critical for survival of HC&S in today’s environment of low sugar prices and rapidly escalating costs.
- The contention that around 12-14 TSA is necessary for HC&S to remain economically viable appears to be borne out by an empirical investigation of the plantation’s minimum efficient scale.
- The juxtaposition of private against public gain in this case clearly defies economic logic.

There is one remaining noteworthy reason that HC&S should not be encumbered with added burdens in the current environment. This concerns the stage of the Hawaii economic cycle at which the State Of Hawaii now finds itself.

Economic growth has ground to halt in 2008, after an 11-year expansion that saw booming tourism, construction, home sales and prices, and other optimistic trends.
That expansion follows the record of the previous one that came to an end in the early 1990s, which lasted 9 years.

We can examine several time series to get a grasp on how long expansions and contractions in the Hawaii economy last. Inflation-adjusted personal income growth is one of the best ones, because it is one of the broadest measures we have of the state economy. It is often used as a proxy to generate preliminary estimates for State Gross Domestic Product, in fact. The chart below shows recessions in 1981 and 1991. Both of these corresponded to national recessions and were over quickly. After 1981, the 9-year Hawaii expansion ensued. Following the 1991 recession, there was a brief return to healthy growth for one year, then a 4-year recession that was brought on by a number of circumstances – among them the first Gulf War, the collapse of the Japanese speculative bubble, and a California recession that lasted several years longer than the national one. Then in 1997 the 11-year Hawaii expansion started. That expansion is the one that is coming to an end this year. So the general pattern that emerges is an expansion of about 10 years that is followed by a slump that is a little less than half that long.

![Personal Income Growth: 1981 - 2008](image)

Job growth is another broad gauge of the Hawaii cycle. The chart below shows a pattern very similar to real personal income growth – 9 years of expansion after the early 1980s recession, a 4-year recession in the mid-1990s, then the 11-year expansion that is now ending. (The only notable difference is that the current expansion started a little more weakly for jobs than for income.)
The important point in all this is that, even though expansion phases in the Hawaii economy typically last a good bit longer than contractions, the contractions do not pass quickly. The beginning of such a contraction, or simply a hiatus in growth, is no time to encourage pulling 3% – and likely a good bit more than that – out of one of the County economies.

We know that has already begun to happen. Adding to the exit earlier in 2008 of Aloha Airlines, ATA Charter service, Molokai Ranch and two Norwegian Cruise Line ships from the Hawaii circuit, Maui’s own recent example of a big time blow to another kama’aina company is the July announcement that Maui Land & Pine is reducing its workforce by 274, or over 26%. HC&S struggles with the same skyrocketing costs of fuel, fertilizer, and transportation that brought ML&P to that pass. Reducing HC&S water rights is yet another way to speed it along to the same fate.
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APPENDIX I.

The Influence of Yield per Acre and Acreage Harvested on Total Sugar Production at HC&S

Sugar revenues in any given year can be influenced by a number of variables, but the chief direct ones are sugar prices per ton and total production in tons. Sugar prices, volatile as they are, can be influenced by a host of global variables—growing conditions elsewhere, trade agreements, tariffs, subsidies, consumer tastes, new markets, and other things. But they are entirely beyond the control of local management, and they are often quite unpredictable.

Production is in turn influenced by two other main variables, yield per acre and acreage harvested. Of these two, yield per acre is more critical than acreage harvested. It is relevant for this study to demonstrate this, because it is yields that are affected by water availability. Acreage harvested may be at least partly a management decision, but yield is largely beyond its control. The econometric investigations below demonstrate this stronger influence of yields than acreage planted on total production.

Data on total HC&S production in tons, yields per acre (TSA), and acreage harvested was taken annually from the Form 10K Reports of Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. from 1981 to 2007. That data is shown below. Scanning that data indicates the best year for yield was 1987 and the worst was 2007.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production (tons)</th>
<th>TSA</th>
<th>Acreage Harvested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>188526</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>16287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>166001</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>13653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>214806</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>16640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>223414</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>17047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>219468</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>229228</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>16515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>232718</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>15806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>229388</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>16490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>232079</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>16430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>225555</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>17089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>214122</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>17340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>193485</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>15715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>224677</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>16726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>206217</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>16547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>198009</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>17661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>201018</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>17183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>198037</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>17005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>216188</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>17210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>227832</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>17278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>210269</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>17266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>191512</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>15101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>215900</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>205700</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>15660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>198800</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>16890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>192700</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>16639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>173600</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>16950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>164500</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>16895</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In a simple regression of production on acreage harvested – that is, with production in tons as the dependent variable and acres harvested as the independent variable – the following results are obtained (where P = production in tons and A = acreage harvested, t-statistics are in parentheses below coefficients, and the asterisk indicates statistic significance at the 95% level applying a one-tailed test that the variable is signed as hypothesized):

\[
P = 75917 + 7.92A \\
(1.02) \quad (1.77) * \\
\]

Adjusted \( R^2 \) = .08  
F statistic = 3.14  
Durbin-Watson statistic = 0.48

The independent variable of acreage harvested is barely acceptable at the chosen level (the critical value for the t-statistic = 1.71), but the independent variable explains only 8% of the variation in total production, the F-statistic gauging statistical significance of the \( R^2 \) is not acceptable (critical value = 4.23), and the very unacceptable Durbin-Watson statistic (critical value = 1.46) indicates serial correlation in the residuals or the unexplained component of production, a sign that there is another variable missing from the equation. In the next regression, it is clear that missing variable is TSA.

In a simple regression of production on TSA – with production in tons as the dependent variable and TSA as the independent variable – the results below are obtained (where TSA = tons of sugar per acre, and the other conventions described in the regression results above apply):

\[
P = 21740 + 14826 \\
(0.97) \quad (8.34) * \\
\]

Adjusted \( R^2 \) = .73  
F statistic = 69.62 *  
Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.87 *

The independent variable TSA is quite acceptable at the chosen level (the same critical values as above apply here and below), the independent variable explains a much larger 73% of the variation in total production, the F-statistic gauging statistical significance of the \( R^2 \) is quite acceptable, and the Durbin-Watson statistic is well within the acceptable range, showing that serial correlation of residuals is no longer a problem.

Combining both TSA and acreage harvested in a multiple regression gives better fit still, much better in fact, as might be expected since the two independent variables govern production:
\( y = -205981 + 16604 \text{ TSA} + 12.40 \)
\( (-56.89)^* \quad (128.60)^* \quad (70.01)^* \)

Adjusted \( R^2 \) = .99
F statistic = 9308.31*
Durbin-Watson statistic = 2.11*

Almost all of the variation in production is explained (99%). Yet while both independent variables are quite significant, it is still TSA that is the stronger of the two, more evidence that it is the dominant factor.
APPENDIX II.

An Appropriate Regional Induced Multiplier
for the Hawaii Economy

Most people, even those who have never had any formal exposure to economics, understand the principle that any injection into an economy does not stop there. There are further ripple effects throughout the economy. If one dollar is spent on something, the person who receives that dollar will spend a portion of it on something else, and then a portion of that portion will be spent, and so on. Thus, the total economic contribution of the original injection can be much larger than the initial outlay. There is a "multiplier" effect. *

This multiplier can be applied to any expenditure to measure its total impact on the economy. Note that after the first round, it makes no difference what the original injection is — that is, what the wages are in that industry and the like. After that, the money is circulating in the general economy and it is only economy-wide averages that count.

The problem comes in calculating an accurate value for the multiplier. This value is sometimes subject to manipulation. Those wishing to convince others that a certain undertaking will have a big impact want to see a big multiplier; those who do not favor the project might lean toward a smaller one.

Essentially, the value of the multiplier depends upon "leakages" from the income stream at each stage of the re-spending process. The greater these leakages are, the quicker the subsequent spending will be attenuated and the smaller the multiplier will be. The smaller the leakages are, the more potent the multiplier is.

There are three such leakages that are usually considered -- savings, taxes, and imports. For example, if HC&S injects $100 million annually into the Maui economy, the recipients of that money will not spend all of that. They will save some of it, be required to pay some of it in taxes, and part of what they do spend will be on items that come from outside Hawaii -- thus it will leak out of the local spending stream that way.

So, the higher tax rates are, the greater the propensity to save, and the greater the tendency to buy imports is, the smaller the multiplier will be. Naive multiplier calculations often consider only the propensity to save, because that is how it is usually presented in an economics principles text -- and this is one reason multipliers are sometimes overstated. But if people save nothing, if tax rates are zero, and if they only buy things produced locally, the multiplier is unbounded. That obviously does not happen.

Without deriving it, a simple formula for an "open economy" multiplier is --

\[
1 / [1 - (c - m)(1 - t)]
\]

where \(c\) represents the marginal propensity to consume out of one dollar of income, \(m\) represents the economy’s marginal propensity to import, and \(t\) is the marginal tax rate. For example, if people generally consume 90% of their income, the marginal tax rate is 30%, and 15% of goods consumed are imported, then the multiplier becomes

\[
1/[1 - (.90 - .15)(1 - .30)] = 2.1
\]
A number of that magnitude is about what most people have in mind when they think of a multiplier, often even larger. (If only the marginal propensity to consume is considered, the multiplier formula would be only \(1/(1-c)\) and it would equal 10 - far too high.) So if that 2.1 number were applied to the $100 million above, the total HC&S impact on the economy would be $210 million.

Yet the assumed numbers above might not be appropriate for an economy like Hawaii. Better estimations of numbers that are more appropriate for Hawaii can be had by resorting to actual data on the economy. It might be reasonable to assume the marginal propensity to consume is still .90, but tax brackets and the marginal propensity to import would likely be higher for Hawaii. A tax rate of .35 is more reasonable, as is a propensity to buy imports of .40. (Ultimately, practically everything we consume in Hawaii comes from outside the islands. But if something is built here, cooked here, or otherwise creates local jobs, it is fair to consider it a domestic item for the purposes of this analysis. And local services, which are an important part of any budget, must come from here.)

So that yields,

\[
1/[1 - (.90 - .40)(1 - .35)] = 1.5
\]

While this multiplier is lower than many might have in mind when they think about it conceptually, it is far more defensible from the standpoint of realism. That is the number used for the multiplier in the text. The multiplier could, of course, be higher -- but it is in the interest of conservatism that this lower estimate is chosen. Although it is lower than what many would assume, it still means that the ultimate impact of any injection is 50% greater than its direct contribution.

(Some recent trends in the Hawaii economy would tend to lower the actual value of the multiplier as compared to the past. One is the tendency to import more over time as the world economy -- not just Hawaii's -- becomes more global. In addition, the tax burden has risen over time.** Plus, when the economy is close to capacity, there is less room for the multiplier to have its full effect. Obviously, if we took every economic activity in the state now and subjected it to a multiplier, we would get a sum far greater than the State Gross Domestic Product. But that Gross Domestic Product is supposed to include many indirect multiplier effects.)

* This effect was originally pointed out by John Maynard Keynes in his seminal book, *The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money*, published in 1936. This was during the Great Depression, and multipliers would likely have been larger in a situation like that than when the economy is closer to full employment.

** Earlier and larger regional multipliers for the Hawaii economy may have been more realistic then than they are today. One used in a past study on the sugar industry by First Hawaiian Bank was 1.72. See Hitch, *(op. cit.)* p.7.
APPENDIX III.

An Appropriate Jobs Multiplier
for the Hawaii Sugar Industry

The derivation of an appropriate jobs multiplier here follows the methodology of Hitch. * Hitch divides jobs created by the sugar industry in Hawaii into three levels:

(1) The direct jobs are those in the sugar industry itself.

(2) First round indirect jobs are those that are created by suppliers who service the sugar industry, such as local suppliers of fertilizer, herbicide, gasoline, mill equipment or machinery, or services such as construction, transportation, communications, legal, etc. These suppliers may service others besides the sugar industry, but at least part of their job is owed to sugar.

(3) Indirect multiplier jobs that are created. For example, when employees in categories (1) and (2) are paid, they spend most of their paycheck in the local economy. Those who supply those general goods and services therefore also benefit from the sugar industry. The multiplier in this category corresponds to the overall regional multiplier derived in Appendix II.

Hitch then estimates that 35% of the money disbursed by a sugar plantation goes to the direct creation of jobs. Of the remaining 65%, he also assumes that about half becomes income to residents of Hawaii (firms or individuals) – about 32% of the direct disbursements of a sugar company, with 33% leaking out of state. This means that there are almost as many indirect jobs created by sugar as there are direct ones, 91% in fact (32/35 = 91).

The third category of indirect multiplier jobs can then be derived by resorting to the overall regional multiplier derived in Appendix II.

To summarize:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Level 1: direct sugar job} & \quad 1.00 \\
\text{Level 2: indirect sugar job} & \quad 0.91 \\
\text{Sub-total} & \quad 1.91 \\
\text{Level 3: multiplier effect} & \quad \times 1.50 \\
\text{Total} & \quad 2.87
\end{align*}
\]

Subtracting the 1.00 for direct sugar jobs means that there are 1.87 jobs in Hawaii that are created indirectly for every job created directly by sugar itself. **

---

* Hitch (op. cit.), p.3. This multiplier was originally estimated by the Research Department of First Hawaiian Bank in 1961, and was published in a study entitled The Impact of Exports on Income in Hawaii.

** Hitch arrived at a number of 2.29 instead of 1.87, but that was because he used a regional multiplier of 1.72 instead of 1.50. As explained in Appendix II, today the regional multiplier might be smaller than it was in earlier, thus a more conservative number is adopted.
APPENDIX IV.

HC&S Endeavors to Diversify Away From Commodity Sugar Over the Years.

Various HC&S experiments to diversify away from commodity sugar over the past century would include:

- In 1907, rubber trees were planted in Nahiku, but operation was abandoned in 1913, due to cheaper sources of rubber elsewhere.

- In 1917, corn, sweet potatoes, cassava, and fodder crops were planted, and equipment for drying and grinding was installed to provide flour for local consumption, with some export to Oahu. That also was abandoned after World War I ended, when cheaper produce could be found elsewhere.

- In 1961, Puunene Distillery was opened to produce ethanol for blending with Seagram's Leilani Rum. In 1967, the distillery closed in reaction to competition elsewhere and low profitability.

- In 1970, A&B land at Kealia was leased to Fish Farms Hawaii to raise Malaysian prawns. Disease problems and other production issues caused closure of this enterprise.

- In 1971, the first experimental papaya planting occurred at Omaopio, and the following year the Princess Orchard subsidiary was established to produce and market papaya. Though quality of the fruit reportedly was good, profitability was a problem.

- In 1974, A&B commissioned Stanford Research Institute to explore the possibility of manufacturing neutral spirits for export to Japan, but cheap synthetic ethanol from petroleum made the project uneconomical.

- In 1979, the Ethanol from Molasses Project Group Partnership -- which included the State, Maui County, and the Hawaii Sugar Planters Association - - was established to explore the possibility of modifying and restoring Seagram's Rum Plant in Puunene for gasohol production. The preliminary report showed gasohol to cost two times that of gasoline, and concluded that the economics needed to be improved, including obtaining value from byproducts of fermentation such as yeast and potash.

- Also in 1979, the Rum Plant was reopened under the management of Maui Distillers, processing 7500 tons of molasses annually, or 14% of HC&S's production. Up to 10% of the distillery's capacity of 100,000 gallons per month of 190 proof ethanol could be retained by A&B, which had the right to purchase it at cost for blending with gasoline and diesel fuel for experimental use in sugar plantation vehicles and possible sale. Competition again caused closure.

- In 1982, there were experimental plantings in patchouli, tea, and macadamia nuts. Patchouli was found not to be feasible. Tea and macadamia nuts were later transferred to Kauai, to be grown on former A&B sugar land at McBryde.
Sugar Company. The Macadamia trees were found vulnerable to hurricanes, and not replanted.

- In 1984, a feasibility study was conducted to develop alternative revenue products such as paper with James River Company, and specialty chemicals with the Tennessee Valley Authority. In the case of paper, HC&S was found to be too small for the capital investments needed, and there were also environmental concerns raised, so A&B did not undertake it. This issue of being too small for certain enterprises has arisen in other cases also.

- 1987 saw the beginning of Maui Brand specialty food grade sugar by HC&S. This is ongoing, a success story for Hawaii agriculture.

- In 1993, a $10 million biomass gasification project sponsored by Pacific International Center for High Technology Research (PICHTR), the State of Hawaii and U.S. Department of Energy was begun. The ultimate goal was to answer questions about converting cane leaves to energy. Problems arose with bagasse handling because the project underestimated the task.

- In 1999, there was an expansion to increase food grade turbinado and specialty sugar production, which also bore fruit.

- In 2000, HC&S contracted with "Sugar in the Raw" to be the sole supplier of its turbinado sugar, another ongoing and successful venture.

- Also in 2000, Hawaii Duragreen Company, a $12 million investment utilizing bagasse to make high density fibreboards, was created. Low prices and equipment problems forced the closure of the facility in 2001.

- In 2001, a dryland taro commercialization project for a newly patented dessert was initiated, but lack of assurance of water put project on hold.

* The author would like to thank Mae Nakahata of HC&S, who drew some of the examples from Jacob Adler, *Claus Spreckels: The Sugar King in Hawaii in Hawaii* (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1966) for the list to follow.
Lingle orders immediate cuts

A hiring freeze and travel limits are among plans with a projected $1 billion budget deficit

STORY SUMMARY »

Gov. Linda Lingle has issued emergency orders for the state to start cutting spending in light of a looming deficit that could approach $1 billion. But legislators say the state will have to lay off workers to balance the budget.

Current projections point to a state budget deficit of more than $900 million by June 2010.

In a recently issued state memo, Lingle said “immediate action must be taken to control and reduce government expenditures.”

State Budget Director Georgina Kawamura was blunt in her own memo, telling departments that “total resources will be insufficient to meet the level of expenditures.”

Because the state is forbidden by the Hawaii Constitution from running a deficit, the budget will have to be cut, Kawamura said.

To do that, she told directors, “programs with lower priority should be identified for possible reduction or elimination.”

Rep. Marcus Oshiro, House Finance Committee chairman, said the budget predictions are so dire, program cuts and layoffs are likely.
By Richard Borreca
rborreca@starbulletin.com

The state is facing nearly a $1 billion deficit by July 2010 if the budget is not cut, according to new projections from state officials.

Georgina Kawamura, state budget director, held a series of closed-door meetings with House and Senate leaders last week to update them on the new projections.

Speaker of the House Calvin Say described the budget briefing as "dismal."

State Rep. Marcus Oshiro, House Finance Committee chairman, said the growing deficit could result in state workers being laid off.

Kawamura declined to comment on the discussions yesterday, but her department has made public two memos that show the Lingle administration is getting ready to dramatically redraw the budget.

In an executive memo sent by Gov. Linda Lingle on Aug. 26, the administration noted that the state Council on Revenues has cut the rate of growth repeatedly over the past year.

"Given the magnitude of this level of revenue reduction, immediate action must be taken to control and reduce government expenditures, starting with (fiscal year 2009)," Lingle wrote.

She said "no new programs should be contemplated because they are not sustainable in the future."

She added, "Purchases of new equipment, software, comput- ers and vehicles are strongly discouraged. Travel is limited to essential purposes where teleconferences are not practical."

Kawamura sent a memo to state departments telling them that the state's total resources "will be insufficient to meet the level of expenditures authorized" in the state budget prepared by the Legislature in 2008 and 2009.

"The general fund gap is projected to be over $900 million,"
Kawamura wrote. "Under these extraordinary financial circumstances, immediate and substantial actions are needed to balance the general fund."

Lingle also announced that except for emergencies or court-mandated decrees, hiring to fill vacancies is frozen.

Besides the hiring freeze, Lingle said all state contracts of more than $10,000 would have to be approved by her office, and all out-of-state travel would also need her approval.

Kawamura ordered all department directors to look at the budget increases that have occurred since 2004, saying that "programs with lower priority should be identified for possible reduction or elimination."

Even with Lingle's plans to curb spending, Oshiro said, the state is still in the red.

"There are going to have to be cuts. There are no ifs, ands or buts about it," Oshiro said.

"There might be some reduction in work force," he added.

"When I say reduction in force, I mean warm bodies. To address this kind of a shortfall, it will be very difficult to not cut programs and for it to have an impact on the work force."

Linda Smith, Lingle's senior policy adviser, said the changes in the revenue projections have resulted in an estimated loss of $2.8 billion in expected revenue.

"We know we are going to ask the departments to look carefully at every expenditure," Smith said, adding that she was not present during Kawamura's briefing.

"In terms of reductions in programs, I think we realize there will have to be some serious review," Smith said, adding that it was too early to say whether state programs would have to be cut.

Oshiro said he had been worried about the state's fiscal condition for the past two years and had asked for alternative spending plans from the state.

"The administration did not cooperate, basically putting a gag order on the directors," Oshiro said. "I have been criticized by the administration for not spending. We saw this coming, and we tried to rein in the administration."
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Gay & Robinson to quit sugar

Transition looms for plantation, layoffs for workers

STORY SUMMARY »

It's the end of an era for one of Hawaii's last remaining sugar plantations, which is ending production after 119 years in business.
Gay & Robinson Inc. said it has incurred significant losses due to the rising costs of sugar operations - including fuel and fertilizer - and is working toward diversifying the business to include the production of ethanol.

The company said it will "continue to honor its contractual obligations" to its retirees and 225 workers, including 180 members of International Longshore and Warehouse Union Local 142, some of whom will be laid off gradually until the last crop is harvested by August 2010.

The family-owned business, founded in 1889, is the second major agriculture company in two months to exit or reduce its exposure to a crop that has been a long-standing staple in the islands.

FULL STORY »

By Kristen Consilvio
kconsilvio@starbulletin.com

Gay & Robinson Inc. plans to end production at one of two remaining sugar plantations in Hawaii after 119 years in business.

The family-owned company, founded in 1889, has incurred significant losses due to the rising costs of sugar operations - including fuel and fertilizer - and is working toward diversifying the business to include the production of ethanol.

The company said it will "continue to honor its contractual obligations" to its retirees and 225 workers, including 180 members of International Longshore and Warehouse Union Local 142, some of whom will be laid off gradually until the last crop is harvested by August 2010, said Clayton DeLa Cruz, Kauai division director for ILWU Local 142.

"They'll lay off the people who plant first, and, depending on the situation ... irrigation, harvesting and milling people will be the last to go," DeLa Cruz said, adding that the company did not provide exact layoff numbers. "We're concerned about a lot of employees who live in plantation housing, so down the road those areas all need to be addressed."

BITTERSWEET ENDING

Gay & Robinson Inc. is changing directions after 119 years in the sugar industry.

Year founded: 1889

Total employees: 225

Union employees: 180

New focus: Producing ethanol for energy

Last sugar crop: August 2010
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9/18/2008
This is the second time in the past two months that a major agriculture company is exiting or reducing its exposure to a crop that has been a long-standing staple in the islands.

Maui Line & Pineapple Co. announced in July that it is shifting its agricultural focus from conventional pineapple farming to forestry and energy crops in the wake of its largest-ever round of layoffs, totaling 274 jobs.

Gay & Robinson plans to lease its sugar mill, terminal and other assets to Pacific West Energy LLC, which intends to expand sugar production to produce ethanol and energy in Kaumakani. It also plans to lease some of its lands to other agriculture producers, though the company did not specify names.

"We are now moving forward and intend to be at the forefront of a new era as a renewable energy producer helping to reduce Kauai's imports of fossil fuels for our energy needs," said E. Alan Kennett, company president and general manager.

The sugar producer announced last year an $80 million investment to help it develop the first plant with Pacific West Energy to create renewable power and ethanol fuel from sugar cane.

In addition, the company plans to install a new hydroelectric power unit that will increase capacity by five to 10 megawatts and provide renewable energy to the island's power grid.

Gay & Robinson operates Kauai's last sugar plantation on about 7,500 acres on the island's West side, averaging about 45,000 tons annually. The move will make Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Co., a division of Alexander & Baldwin Inc., the state's only producer of raw sugar. With 790 employees, it currently is the larger of the two, producing about 200,000 tons of sugar on 35,000 acres on Maui.

"It's a tough business ... we deal with a lot of variables that are ever-changing, typically the weather and rising costs," said Frank Kiger, general manager of Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar. "It has a major impact on all of us."

The two sugar companies produced about 213,000 tons of raw sugar valued at $74.8 million - not including the value of molasses or fiber used for fuel - in 2006, the last available data according to the National Agricultural Statistics Service.

"Everything related to your fuel costs have gone up, and the price of sugar has remained the same all of these years - that's not very hard math to do," Dela Cruz said, adding that there is a possibility, though no guarantee, that the new firm will hire some of the workers. "It's not that easy to make a go with sugar."

Hawaii's first sugar cane plantation started in 1835 in Koloa on Kauai, with its first harvest producing two tons of raw sugar, which sold for $200 two years later, according to the Hawaii Agriculture Research Center. Plantations were started later on the Big Island,
Maui and Oahu, and agriculture was the state's main economic engine for nearly a century, providing a major source of employment, tax revenues and capital through exports of raw sugar and other commodities.

Sugar is still ranked the second-largest single crop grown in value and records the largest acreage, the research center said, though the role of agriculture has diminished in the local economy.

Hawaii immigrant Eliza Sinclair; her daughters, Jane Gay and Helen Robinson; and their sons, Francis Gay and Aubrey Robinson, formed Gay & Robinson in the 19th century to grow sugar on their family's lands in West Kauai.

"The company's transition from sugar to renewable energy signals a new chapter for Kauai and will help position the island for a more secure, clean energy future that is less dependent on imported oil," Gov. Linda Lingle said in a statement.
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